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Rockpool Farm is a private estate comprising an elite collection of contemporary luxury residences in a stunning position,

just minutes from Byron Bay, and nearby historic Bangalow. Rockpool Farm represents an incredible opportunity to

acquire a world class resort style estate in a truly beautiful and prestigious location. Formerly a historic mango farm, the

owners redeveloped the property over five years with a vision to reimagine the farm's original buildings and create a

private collection of contemporary luxury residences, each with private pool and uninterrupted north facing vistas. This

redevelopment involved collaborations with some of the region's leading architects, designers, and landscapers, and

today Rockpool Farm seamlessly integrates architectural and design influences with luxury and sustainability.At the heart

of the property lies Rockpool Farmhouse, a contemporary homestead with open panoramas to the Nightcap Range, and a

state of the art Tesla power system. Combining multiple alfresco areas, European oak floors throughout, and expansive

limestone terraces, the Farmhouse is the embodiment of elegant and relaxed family living.The second dual-occupancy

residence is a former working farm shed that was painstakingly restored over three years to create a luxury two bedroom

lodge. Referred to today by its historic name as The Mango Packing Shed, this secondary dwelling is a unique,

architect-led restoration that is quickly gaining national attention.Two other residences complete the estate. The Bails

was a historic dairy and its restoration was completed in 2019 while the recently completed Storm Cabin was built in

collaboration with a renowned architect.A breathtaking property spanning approximately 30 acres, Rockpool Farm offers

the perfect blend of elegance and luxury, and is ideal for families seeking a class leading estate with the ability to

accommodate family and guests, or those looking to operate a boutique five star business.


